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Abstract
Software build and integration procedures are responsible to transform developers’ files into machine
executable codes. This process separates the software development project from the software deployment
phase and it represents a critical obstacle for software performance on the software developer side and
deployment effectiveness from the software execution side. Although the automation of this process is
an active research topic for almost half a century, the standardized procedures that would enable full
automation across various software projects, but also across time, are still missing. The main reason lies
in the variety of methods and tools used in software development and their evolution. Therefore, many
researchers and practitioners report a low build success rate. Researchers have investigated this problem
from software development, integrator, and software evolution perspectives. In this paper, a study is
set up in order to contribute to the overall understanding of the level of standardization among FOSS
software repositories and automation abilities. A rich source of information lies in FOSS repositories
and mining these repositories with joined developers and deployment perspective would bring valuable
knowledge into the software engineering profession.
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1. Introduction

Automation of software build and integration procedures is a long-lasting research topic espe-
cially attractive during the last decade [1]. The main role of software build and integration is
to compile code, fetch and link various pieces of code and finally integrate all these files into
a build executable unit. This process has an important role in the performances of software
developers and software developer companies but also in run-time platforms where software
is continuously integrated and installed on various platforms to serve numerous end users.
In both cases, unsuccessful builds significantly impact waste costs. From the software devel-
oper’s perspective, unsuccessful builds impact the developer’s productivity and effectiveness to
complete the tasks in a given time with reasonable quality levels. From the run-time hosting
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platform perspective it impacts the time delays, energy lost and unsuccessful service delivery
to the end user. The further evolution of the software engineering profession follows the open
network paradigm, in which software code development continuously interacts with software
use. In such conditions, the automation of build procedures becomes a necessity to survive
and not a matter of maturity of the process. Continuous integration and continuous delivery
(CI/CD), is an example of good practice, frequently used in large-scale complex projects and
industrial environments, which delivers its services to numerous users via Cloud infrastructure,
enables rapid software changes and improves system stability.

Although the first automation ideas with the development of tools like for example Make build
system are almost 50 years old [1], there are still many difficulties to build and integrate software
projects [2, 3]. This is especially the case in open source software versioning repositories, in
which there exists a huge variety of software development methods and tools used and a lack
of standard procedures.

In this paper, a deep investigation of FOSS (free, open-source software) projects, stored in the
GITHUB repository and openly available, is undertaken. The focus is on C/C++ programming
language projects. The CMake and Make building tools are used. CMake is not a build system
tool, but it is used as a generator of building scripts for build systems on various platforms
and Make tool drives compiler and other build tools and uses the result of CMake to build
system. In this study, the aim is to provide empirical evidence and to discuss the effectiveness
of automation for FOSS software projects. The point is to stress how the lack of standards in
build procedures impacts the abilities for automation. Although the derived knowledge from
interconnecting these two worlds, developers and deployment perspectives, would provide
valuable information that can be used to better develop software products.

The paper is organized as follows. After the Introduction in Sect. 1, the overview of related
work is provided in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3 the research questions are defined and the methodology
followed to undertake the experiment is explained. In sect. 4, the obtained results are discussed,
along with the future work. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related work

The automated build is a widely adopted best practice in industry, which is reported in numerous
research and professional papers. However, these papers report a significant percentage of failed
automated builds. The biggest problems from the integrator site are found to be troubleshooting
build failures and overly long builds [4]. Previous studies have reported that almost 90% of error
types encountered during build procedures are caused by build failures and that dependencies
are the most common source of failure [5, 6].

The quantitative analysis of main factors of build break in industry environment [6] has
shown that there is a correlation between the number of simultaneous contributors on branch
and type of work performed and roles of contributors. Coordinated action among contributors
on a branch to improve build performance is proposed.

Recent works have reported on the development of automation tools that improve build
tools. Major big software and service integrators have invested in the development of such
tools. Microsoft developed a CloudBuild system that helps to improve build times up to 10x
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and improve service availability on 99% [7]. At the same time, Google works on Bazel build
and test tool for targeting optimized performances in relation to scalable build demands for
multi-language and multi-platform projects. Facebook Buck build system [8] is also targeting
build speed, procedures that would improve build correctness, and a better understanding of
dependencies. There are also numerous other works on the same topic [9, 10, 11].

Although there is a growing body of developments in new tools, the traditional tools, that
are de facto standards in the software development community, like CMake, are still very much
used in large-scale projects, especially if there is a need to integrate with the software of other
companies [12]. There are still numerous challenges that have to be addressed to move this tool
into a faster and more optimized for large-scale scalable projects.

3. Study

In this section, the research questions and hypotheses are defined, and the data collection
methods and tools are described.

3.1. Research questions

The goal of this study is to replicate the study in [5, 2]. The original study was performed within
the industry (Google) environment investigating the programmer’s perspective within the
continuous delivery process. The quantitative study in the other paper reports on automatically
Java build target archives from the FOSS projects. The reproducibility of the results from these
two previous studies for projects written in C/C++ programming languages and stored in the
FOSS environment is investigated here.

RQ1: How often builds fail? The project build success/failure while automating the build
process in GITHUB projects is reported.

RQ2: Why do builds fail? It is verified how many software projects from the GITHUB
repository suffer from the same problems in comparison to industrial projects reported in [2, 3].

3.2. Build procedure

In this section, the methods and tools used to build the projects from GITHUB are described.
The data collection process is automated by using Python scripts and GITHUB APIs. The whole
process is presented in Figure 1. It consists of three steps: obtaining the list of links to the
software project repositories in GITHUB, cloning the repositories from the obtained links at
GITHUB to the local repositories, and the build process with CMake and Make tools. During
the whole process, the local database is created for data extraction. We collected the following
metrics:

• Build result (successful or failed)
• Error code
• Project name
• Project path in GITHUB
• Build execution time
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Figure 1: High level map of automated build procedure.

• Project creation date

3.2.1. Project Selection

Firstly, the Postman application with GraphQL API 1 is used for searching the GITHUB reposi-
tories for C/C++ languages. The parameters used in the query were as follows:

{
"queryString": "is:public srchived:false language:c++",
"refOrrder":{
"direction": "DESC",
"field": "TAG_COMMIT_DATE"
}

}

Since this API requires a GITHUB account, our personal account is used. The GITHUB
personal account has a limit for using the search API in terms that it lists only 99 results per
search query. Therefore, the same query was run several times. As a result of GITHUB search
API, a file of 990 links to the project repositories in GITHUB is created. The time span of the
project creation time was from January 2008 to June 2022. In Figure 2, the number of projects
that resulted from the search function is presented. The number of projects is depicted in the

1http://docs.github.com/en/graphql
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Figure 2: Histogram of the number of considered projects per creation year.

time-span of 15 years, from 2008 until 2022. From the figure, it could be concluded that the
majority of projects are dated since 2013 until 2017.

This kind of search lists all the software repositories in which the developer included tag c or
cpp into his GITHUB repository. Therefore, the software repository list also contains links to
projects in which there is just a minor part of C or C++ projects. Some repositories are related
to C# programming language and do not contain any C or C++ line of code.

3.2.2. Cloning software repositories

The second part of the Python script is developed for automation of cloning and fetching
GITHUB directories. A total of 562 software projects are successfully cloned and that process
took 3.31 hours. The cloning process was stopped because of limited disc space at our local
repository.

3.2.3. Build process

In the third part of the automation script, after the cloning process, a Python script for a build
software project is created. As the first step, a build folder is created, and from this build folder,
the CMake command is called (call a Cross Platform Make application). The results of a CMake
build are stored in a database, so that the individual elements can be linked and accessed. If the
CMake command was executed successfully the Python script stored the results in the CMakelog
output file. The build successfully file has stored also the time needed for the build process.
Otherwise, if CMake did not pass successfully, the error code message for that project is printed
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Figure 3: Build duration for CMake.

in the CMakeerror output file. Furthermore, the Make tool is used to build the projects and call
the Make command for each created project repository. The results of a Make build are stored
in the same database as above, so that the individual elements can be linked and accessed. If the
Make command was executed successfully the Python script stored the results into the Makelog
output file. Otherwise, if Make did not pass successfully the error code message for that project
is printed in the Makeerror output file.

4. Results

The result of the build automation was that only 562 out of 990 projects have been processed.
Only 26 of these 562 projects passed CMake build successfully, which is less than 5% and only
39 projects passed Make build successfully which is less than 7%. The average build duration
was 1.65 seconds for CMake and 11.45 seconds for Make tool. The histograms of build times
are presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. In those figures, the horizontal axis represents the build time,
and the vertical axis the number of projects and the percentage of projects in the given class.
More than 90% of the projects were built within less than 2 seconds in CMake and less than
24 seconds in Make, whereas less than 5% of the projects need 5 to 6 seconds for the build in
CMake and 1 to 2 minutes in Make.

The error codes for CMake unsuccessful builds were collected systematically within an Excel
table. The reasons of unsuccessful build are categorized into the following categories:

• no cpp app or no CMake configured
• CMake configuration or version error
• dependency
• computer architecture not supported
• other

Error category: no cpp app or no CMake configured This error categorizes the automation
script can not find CMake file. The reason for this may be that the project is not C++ project or
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Figure 4: Build duration for Make.

the developer did not prepare across system file for build or the developer used some other tool
for cross-build (e.g. Ant, Maven, Scons, QMak, Basel, Conan, B2).

Error category: CMake configuration or version error This error code is generated due
to CMake policy rules. For example, older applications require a lower level of CMake tool.
Hence, the main problem with old applications is that the build procedure reports an error with
a version error. It may also happen that some CMake instructions may be not compatible with
instructions from older CMake versions.

Error category: Dependency This error is mostly reported with the message “A required
package was not found.” This means that there exists a CMake file and for a successful build,
some additional packages should be installed to build the project successfully. This is because
the developer did not fully automate the build procedure while preparing the CMake file. In
other words, a developer could prepare a fully automated script, so that the installation of
dependencies happens automatically at the project build. However, this option was not possible
in some earlier versions of CMake, and even in versions that contain this option, this is only
an optional procedure and it is left to the developer to decide the level of automation for the
project. Note that some dependencies might be critical in terms of reliability, size, or some other
parameter and the developer may decide to leave this installation decision to the project builder
- if this is the case of an open repository.

In some older CMake projects, this automation was not possible (e.g. Fetchcontent module is
available since version CMake 3.11).

Error category: computer architecture not supported The software developer did not
develop an application for Unix and the build failed because of the platform.

Error category: other Sometimes the build environment asks for parameters for the building
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Figure 5: Percentage of error categories in unsuccessful builds.

procedure. For example, these may be specifications of the deployment platform (e.g. some
specific platform, such as Arm platform) as part of the building procedure. This is when
developers describe in the documentation how to build the project and in this specification, it is
defined how to set up the parameters. This is why the error code other may appear.

The pie chart of obtained error categories is presented in Fig. 5. The 69% of unsuccessful
builds occurred because the automation script did not find a CMake file. This means that the
developer did not prepare the software project for cross platform build or it prepared the project
for cross platform build but using some other tool (not CMake).

Analyzing the error messages from the Make process we identified that 98% of unsuccessful
builds are ended with the error code “No targets specified and no makefile found.” The remaining
2% failed because of compilation warnings and linking issues.

The obtained results indicate that the open source community is still using a vast variety of
methods and tools and there is a lack of overall standards in build and integration procedures.
The 69% software projects are unsuccessfully built because lack of automation script. Although
CMake is reported as the preferred and dominant automation tool for C++ software projects it
seems that the open source community is still rarely using it.

Furthermore, more than 50% of unsuccessful builds that had a CMake file happen because of
missing dependencies. Similar results are already reported in [2, 3].
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5. Conclusion

Automation of build and integration procedures across projects is the best practice from industry.
There are numerous benefits of automation of these procedures, such as developer performance
and deployment effectiveness. Although this good practice is well adopted within industry, there
is still a lack of automation in the open source community. From the analysis, it is identified
that 69% of projects had no CMake file and 98% of projects had no makefile. Therefore, building
and integrating projects from open source repositories sometimes may represent a challenge
for less experienced developers and limit software reuse.

Furthermore, the open source projects that had CMake or make file seem to suffer from
similar building problems as industrial builds and the most dominant is dependency issue. It is
found that the majority of unsuccessful builds happened because of some missing or wrong
dependency file.

In this project, a simple automation script is run, and future work should focus on how to
improve the script and enable a better build success rate. Moreover, with this simple script, it is
not only that the build success rate is lower, but also the projects that were successfully built
were mostly simple applications and libraries. It resulted in build failure for complex projects.
However, this is still an open and active research problem, and leading integrator companies
like Facebook, Microsoft, and Google are continuously working on improving the build and
integration tools. Since CMake is de facto standard for building cross project applications, they
also report on the use of this tool and challenges that need to be addressed for future work.

This paper explores the possible obstacles while automatizing building and integration
procedures of software projects stored in open source repositories. The final goal is to develop
an effective automation script for software projects that are stored in open source repositories
and thus enable non-expert developers to better reuse and deploy software projects more
effectively. Furthermore, the aim is to collect a dataset that would enable knowledge mining and
connecting software files with executable files that would enable the study of these relations
and better understanding and management of the software development process targeted to
reliable, energy-efficient, and safe solutions.

This paper explores randomly selected C/C++ FOSS software projects and analyzes automa-
tion buildability. However, a significant portion of selected projects did not build. A majority of
these projects were also not created for CI/CD purposes, to be automatically built via generated
build script, without a human intervention to setup the build procedure. The point here is to
increase the developers’ awareness on the importance of buildability issues, to improve software
reuse, which is actually the main idea of FOSS software.
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